
Supplementary submission 
 
OPENING STATEMENT 
 
1.If a lawyer was tried for murder it would be inconceivable that the  jury would  consist of 5 
lay people and 4 lawyers. Any criminal trial does not require a jury to have members of the 
legal profession on that independent tribunal. So why would it require anything different in 
ases of lawyers or advocates conduct or service complaints? c  

2.A complaints commission should mirror  the selection process for juries and NOT consist of 
a majority or minority from any profession and especially NOT the legal profession. 
  
3.The arrogance of the legal profession is that they do not believe lay persons can make 
decisions on ANY ASPECT OF LAW especially when it concerns one of their own kind . 
  
4.Maybe the biggest crime in Scottish history has been the stealth like removal of juries in civil 
and lesser criminal cases that have  throughout history proven to be the only way of ensuring 
impartial decisions in law. 
  
5.Both members and former members of the Law Society and Faculty of Advocates ,who go 
on to become judges and law lords ,DOMINATE decision making and is why Scottish civil law 
is in the appalling mess it is today. 
  
6.Sheriffs and law lords are NOT and NEVER have been an impartial tribunal ,especially 
when their fellow brothers and sisters are in the dock for any crime or misdemeanour.Sheriffs 
and law lords should only EVER be arbiters between a jury of our peers and the accused in 
the actual length or conditions of punishment . They should NEVER be  both judge and jury 
as they are presently doing in Scottish courts .The most perverse example of this is how high 
salaried lawyers have managed to dominate benefit appeal tribunals were the poorest and 
most vulnerable in society, our sick and disabled ,have been denied justice and have had the 
most meagre of benefits cut through ruthless decisions by fat cat lawyers. 
  
7.In fact juries are never permanent to guarantee impartiality from a rotating body of citizens 
selected from the country as a whole and from EVERY walk of life .A jury of our peers is the 
ONLY way we can rid this country of legal  corruption  brought about by  a slow insidious take 
over of  decision making functions by law society members and advocates dominating and 
abusing power they should never have been allowed to endorse themselves with. 
  
8. The legal profession has stealthly taken the decision making, in civil courts and lesser 
criminal cases, into  their own hands, and in my own personal experience that unchecked 
power has led to devastating consequences for  all of us as victims of this appalling system 
as it stands today .I had started to recover from life threatening surgery when my health 
suffered dramatically  through  lawyer complicity in a long term persecution campaign similar 
to Shirley McKies. Sheriff officers and police being used as bully boys in legal racketeering, 
myself and 15 year old child were given 15 minutes notice before being unlawfully evicted by 
the monsters controlling the Scottish legal system and who steal homes with absolute 
impunity in a multi billion pound fraud against the Scottish public. 
  
The Law Society of Scotland, Faculty of advocates and judiciary have been  expert at 
persecuting anyone who resists their form of injustice leading to massive land and property 
theft in Scottish civil cases and this must be halted forthwith. All Victims urgently require a 
legal platform to ensure recompense for the appalling injustices that have flowed from this 
bizarre system that is not available in Scottish law as it presently operates. 
  
9. It is rare now, other than in major criminal trials in Scotland, to have an assurance of a jury. 
The only sure way of ridding this country of the corruption and bias in the Scottish legal 
process is to STRIP ALL decision making from the legal profession and to have a lay jury of 
our peers in place  to ensure impartial tribunals , as demanded under the European Court of 
Human Rights art 6 and that would especially include an independent commission  deciding  
on the merits of lawyers and advocates conduct and service complaints. 
  



10.If the Association of Chief Police Officers and their forces protected the public from 
lawyers crimes there would be far less need for a commission as it is the POLICE  who are 
classing lawyer criminality as a "civil matter". A classic example of this is the 10 years of 
corruption Kennedy Forster imposed on his clients  before finally being jailed by the 
exposures of the Galloway Gazette, not through Law Society of Scotland or police actions 
who ignored his crimes.  
 
11.Senior figures within the Police force,judiciary,faculty and law societies are more interested 
in swearing oaths of allegiance to their secret society brothers and sisters than upholding 
Scottish law.A prime example is the Dunblane massacre which has been covered up by 
members of the Speculative Society and is a major blight on the landscape of Scottish justice 
along with the Shirley McKie and Lockerbie affairs.George Farquhar,Dixie Deans and the 
murder of Andy McCardle in Carstairs are other major injustices that require full exposure and 
inquiries into abuses of the Mental Health Act by the Scottish Legal system. 
 
SEPARATION OF CONDUCT AND SERVICE COMPLAINTS (see 1 above) 
 
20,000 CEILING 
 
a)If a client loses •’50 the punishment should fit the loss 
b)If a client loses •’20,000,000 how can •’20,000 be an acceptable threat to lawyers 
committing fraud. 
 
ACCESS TO JUSTICE 
 
Quote Oft in Scotsman 5 May 2006 
     "The OFT has called on politicians to pass legislation forcing thro changes ,and warned it 
may use its own anti-competition powers should they fail to do so." 
 
Law Society and faculty anti-competition and restrictive practices breach E.U.competition 
rules. 
 
Legal Aid board comprises of sheriffs, faculty and law society members who's decisions 
remain deeply suspect. The rules are intentionally complex to allow the board to read them 
anyway they like to justify the most deplorable decisions. 
 
RIGHTS OF AUDIENCE 
 
  It is impossible to get representation if you make a complaint against a member of the law 
society or faculty and to seek damages in court.As they are all tied to one master policy which 
has been proven to be utterly corrupt in the writ against marsh by New York state attorney 
Elliot Spitzer 
  
MASTER POLICY OPERATION 
 
Quote from Spitzer writ 14 Oct 2004 in New York supreme court against marsh international. 
 
"MAarsh where paid more than a billion dollars in so called contingent commissions to steer 
them business and shield them from competition." 
 
"Whatever the agreements were named they created an improper incentive for Marsh" 
 
"Marsh has corrupted by distorting the price of insurance from illegal activities" 
 
"The state seeks damages with respect to Marshs fraudulent,anti-competitive and otherwise 
unlawful conduct." 
 
The Scottish legal systems master policy brokered by Marsh is the hardest policy to claim 
against and the figures quoted as being paid out by the Law Society are an absolute lie and 



intent on deceiving anyone who challenges how it operates and is controlled by the 
godfathers lurking within the law society and faculty.  
 


